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Abstract

This paper examines the interaction between class size and teachers’ selection of teaching methods while implementing a new history curriculum in Zimbabwean secondary schools. Policy makers, parents, teachers, and students are worried about large class sizes because they are associated with higher dropout rates, less teacher-student interaction and rote pedagogy. Although class sizes had significantly declined in the latter half of the 20th century, the growth of online learning has witnessed class sizes ballooning in the 21st century, reigniting the class size debate. The large class size challenge has re-emerged in the developed North although the problem has never been resolved in the developing South. Using the theoretical lens of symbolic interactionism and a qualitative multiple case-study approach, data were collected over an eight-week period using document analysis, semi-structured interviews and lesson observations. Results seem to challenge the conventional view that large classes coerce teachers to use rote pedagogy and small classes encourage learner-centric practices. Teachers’ choices of teaching methods were neither linked to class size nor new pedagogical policy. Instead, teachers’ personal philosophy to instruction appeared to be the decisive factor to the teaching methods they used, rather than the size of the class. To promote pedagogical change, improving teacher quality appears a more valuable and cheaper investment than constructing new schools and employing more teachers to reduce class sizes.
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Introduction

Despite concerted efforts to improve the quality of education by cutting down class sizes, it seems large classes are still with us in the 21st century (Bold et al. 2018; Jepsen, 2015; Marais, 2016). Jacob et al. (2016) observe that “across the globe, trends in education have reflected significant increase in student enrolment” (p. 8). Consequently, class sizes have gone up, eroding some of the gains made in class size reduction in the second half of the 20th century. Although class sizes had significantly gone down in the developed world over the past decades, the growth of technology-based online learning has seen class sizes ballooning leading to renewed interest in the class size debate (Lowenthal et al., 2019). It appears the large class size problem has re-emerged in the developed North; although the challenge had never been resolved in the developing South (Ajayi et al. 2017; Duflo et al. 2012; Lowenthal et al., 2019). Due to natural population growth and increased demand for education “school enrollment has universally increased over the past 25 years in low-income countries” (Bold et al. 2018, p. 1). Unfortunately, the increasing enrollments have not been matched with corresponding resource allocation to build more schools and employ more teachers, due to declining government expenditure on education, in most developed and developing countries. As a result, large classes have become a new challenge in the 21st century.

Background and aim of the study

The effects of class size on teaching and learning have been studied extensively, but without reaching definite conclusions (Beattie & Thiele, 2016; Ehrenberg et al. 2001; Fredriksson et al. 2012; Mosteller, 1995; Smith & Glass, 1980). Studies on the relationship between class size and student achievement have tended to yield contradictory results. Some studies have come up with findings that support smaller classes. For instance, Jepsen (2015), found that smaller classes are associated with increased student achievement and are popular with students, parents, teachers, and policymakers. Conversely, large classes are associated with less teacher-student interaction, rote pedagogy and higher dropout rates. However, Hattie (2009) argues that class size has a close-to-zero effect on learner performance and achievement.

Extant research has tended to focus mainly on class size and student achievement in standardized tests and examinations, without interrogating teachers’ pedagogical practices when teaching classes of different sizes. Very few studies (see Ajayi et al. 2017; Carpenter, 2006; Parks-Stamm et al. 2016, for example) have explored how class size influences teachers’ choice of teaching methods. This is the gap the current research intends to fill in by widening the scope of the class size debate and add new insights to the rather scanty literature on how class size influences teachers’ selection of teaching methods and the implementation of new pedagogical policy. The aim of this paper, therefore, is to extend the discourse on the currently under-theorized theme of class size and teachers’ implementation of new pedagogical reform policy in history classrooms. To unpack this aim, two key research questions undergird this paper:

- How does class size influence teachers’ enactment of new pedagogical policy in secondary school history classrooms?
• How can teachers’ fidelity to prescribed pedagogical reform policy be enhanced when implementing a new curriculum in secondary schools?

Theoretical Framework

This paper is illuminated by the theory of symbolic interactionism. Symbolic interactionism is an offshoot of the American philosophical tradition of pragmatism (Klenke, 2016; Sandstrom et al. 2001). This theory explains the importance of actions between individuals as they create and negotiate definitions, meanings, reality, and knowledge. Plummer (2000) points out that; “the very origins and history of the theory are themselves a contested domain” (p. 2). George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) of the Chicago School of Sociology is widely credited for developing this theory, but so is his German contemporary Marx Weber (1864-1920) (Ritzer & Smart, 2001). But the term ‘symbolic interactionism’ was only coined by Herbert Blumer in 1937 (Klenke, 2016). Blumer was a student of Mead. He took over Mead’s classes after his death in 1931. So Blumer popularised symbolic interactionism as the empirical theory of Chicago sociology in the 20th century.

We found symbolic interactionism to be an appropriate theoretical framework for this paper because it focuses on small-scale interactions between individuals, like those that occur in the classroom. The implementation of new pedagogical policy generated interaction between the teacher, the class and new reform policy. Carter and Fuller (2015) advise that “symbolic interactionism is fruitful for research in implementing policies by emphasizing multiple interpretations of policy intent and influencing meaning for those who are objects of the policies” (p. 7). The theory illuminated researchers’ perceptions on how teachers and students gave different interpretations of the policy intents, negotiated meanings of the new history curriculum, and interrelated during lessons.

Review of Related Literature

The complexity of the class size debate

Some forty years ago, Glass and Smith (1979) remarked that “the notion is widespread among educators and researchers that class size bears no relationship to achievement. It is a dead issue in the minds of most instructional researchers” (p. 2). However, the class size debate refuses to be buried. Copeland (2017), for instance, found that large classes had a positive effect on learners. This empirical study established that, when learning in large classes university students enjoy community service and participation. Copeland (2017) concludes that “students did feel more obligated that they participate in community service after the course and had a higher attitude regarding the benefit of community service in their own lives” (p. 87). This finding goes against the grain of most existing literature and conventional wisdom, which assume that huge classes reduce students’ opportunities to learn.

All this controversy shows that, despite attempts to bury the class size debate (Glass & Smith, 1979; Hattie, 2009), class size remains an influential determinant of pedagogical practice. Hoxby (2000) acknowledges that “class size is difficult to study” (p. 1240). What makes the effects of class size slippery is that, given the same resources different teachers are likely to do different things with them. Even if teachers were to teach classes of the same size, with equal resources, what they do in each class is bound to differ because different teachers teach
differently. This makes the class size debate a complex spiders-web which is non-linear and, therefore, worth exploring at greater depth.

**Defining class size**

The term class size is often used to mean the number of learners taught by one teacher or a set of teachers in one class. Adeyemi (2008) refers to class size as an educational tool used to describe the average number of students per class in a school. This definition emphasizes that class size exists within school and classroom settings. However, this definition may be obsolete with the coming in of virtual classes, which do not operate within school or classroom settings, due to advances in technology. Wadesango et al. (2016) explain that “class size refers to the number of pupils or students at a specific level taught together in the same environment by a single teacher” (p. 176). While the term class size may be relatively easy to define, there is no consensus among scholars on what constitutes a ‘large class’ and a ‘small class.’

**Dimensions of large and small classes**

Like most concepts in education, a clear-cut definition of a large class is neither feasible nor desirable. While there is no agreement on the numerical size of a large class, there is consensus among scholars that as class size increases, student-teacher interaction decreases resulting in student learning declining (Hewitt & Brett, 2017, Orellana, 2006). Large classes are associated with reduced opportunities to learn, thereby negatively affecting student achievement in tests and examinations. In the same vein, Maringe and Sing (2014) define a large class as “any class where the numbers of students pose both perceived and real challenges in the delivery of quality and equal learning opportunities to all students” (p. 763). Researchers, policy makers, parents, teachers and students are worried about large class sizes. This is mainly because “large class sizes lead to higher dropout rates, lower attendance, more cheating, reduced breadth and depth of subject matter, less instructor-student interaction, less instructor feedback, increased reliance on the lecture and less student involvement in class” (Lowenthal et al., 2019, p. 153).

The actual sizes of ‘large classes’ tend to vary depending on whether schools are in high-income industrialized North or low-income underdeveloped South (Duflo et al. 2012). Within-country variations in class sizes are also common because of existing socio-economic inequalities in one country. Parks-Stamm et al. (2016, p. 4) classify classes into three categories: small class — less than 15 students; medium class — 15 to 34 students; and large class — 35 students and above. In the Tennessee class size study conducted in the USA from 1985-1992, classes with 13 to 17 pupils (for first grade) and 17 to 22 pupils (for other grades) were considered small classes. Any class with more than 22 learners was considered a large class (Chetty et al. 2011). The average teacher-pupil ratio in primary schools in the USA between 1984 and 2015 was 14 students per teacher (UNESCO, 2017).

Duflo et al. (2012) found that in Kenya, “as a result of increased enrolment and decreased teacher numbers, average class size in first grade in 2005 was 83, and some grade 1 classes had more than 100 pupils” (p. 7). But grade 1 classes in schools under the Extra Teacher Program (ETP) in Kenya had an average of 44 pupils per class in 2005. These within-country variations in class sizes reflect the socio-economic status of the school and, ultimately, the parents who finance it. The lower teacher-pupil ratio of 1:44, compared to the national average of 1:83 in
2005, was a result of better resourced schools in Kenya recruiting students from high-income families. Such schools were able to hire extra teachers under the ETP.

In South Africa, the officially prescribed teacher-pupil ratio for primary schools is 1:40 and 1:35 for secondary schools (Marais, 2016). However, Ngcukana (2018) reports that there were 86 pupils crammed in a Grade 8 class at one Senior Secondary School in rural Mthatha, Eastern Cape. Some seven years earlier, Venktess (2011) found that one school in the same province had 150 Grade 1 learners packed in one classroom. In the same school, Grade 2 had 78 learners and Grade 4 had 70. But class sizes in private schools in South Africa are much smaller than those in public rural and urban schools. The teacher-pupil ratio in South Africa’s largest private school operator, Curro Holdings, is approximately one teacher for every 15 pupils across its network of 110 schools (UNESCO, 2017). This reflects the gross socio-economic inequalities prevalent in South African society.

**Pioneering research on class size: Glass and Smith’s thesis**

Seminal research on class size by Glass and Smith (1979) and Smith and Glass (1980) showed the positive effects of smaller class sizes on student achievement. Manageable workloads, high teacher morale and a positive attitude towards classroom instruction were associated with smaller classes. Smaller classes also had favorable effects on students’ self-concept, participation in class and interest in school. Glass and Smith (1979) established “a clear and strong relationship between class size and achievement” (p. 15). The relationship appeared more pronounced at secondary school than at elementary grades, but was insignificant across different subject areas, gender, race, and other demographic features of the class. The differences in achievement and class size were most noticeable when students were taught in classes of 10, 20 and 40 pupils. Students performed better in smaller classes, making Glass and Smith (1979) conclude that “there is little doubt that, other things equal, more is learned in smaller classes” (p. 15).

**Class size and curriculum fidelity**

There appears to be a noticeable relationship between class size and teachers’ adherence or compliance with curriculum reform policy. Using Glass and Smith’s (1979) argument that more is learned in smaller classes, it can also be assumed that there is more curriculum fidelity in a smaller class than a larger one. Bas and Senturk (2019) define curriculum fidelity as; “the extent to which the components of the curriculum are implemented and adhered to as specified in the implementation guidelines, quality of curriculum delivery; and the extent to which the curriculum practitioners are ready to implement the program” (p. 168). So, curriculum fidelity can be viewed as teachers’ faithfulness, loyalty, and compliance to officially prescribed curriculum or reform policy. In most education systems across the world, teachers are expected to implement new policy as given; with curriculum supervisory authorities enforcing compliance. Existing studies shed insights into how teachers taught different class sizes across time and space.

**The Tennessee class size study**

This eight-year (1985-1992) longitudinal experimental research, conducted in the state of Tennessee in the USA, is regarded as a classic and “the highest quality study” on class size.
(Jepsen, 2015, p. 3). It involved over 11 000 students and their teachers. The study focused on the effects of class size reduction on learner performance, taking into cognisance the costs associated with constructing additional classrooms, creating new classes, and hiring more teachers (Chetty et al. 2011). Altogether 80 schools and 330 classes participated in the Tennessee study which involved kindergarten, first, second and third grade classes. Learners were studied in small classes of 13 to 17, large classes of 22 to 25, and larger classes of more than 25.

The results of the first four years of the study showed that, “smaller classes did produce substantial improvement in early learning” (Mosteller, 1995, p. 113). These results contradicted Glass and Smith’s (1979) earlier findings which established that the effects of class size were more noticeable at secondary school than in elementary grades. The Tennessee study concluded that: students in smaller classes scored higher on standardized tests than those in larger classes and smaller classes had fewer disciplinary problems (Chetty et al., 2011). Teachers perceived themselves as more productive and efficient when they taught smaller classes than larger ones. In short, teachers were more motivated and professionally gratified in smaller classes than in larger classes. Learners also reported benefiting more when they were taught in smaller than in larger classes.

**Class size problem in the 21st Century**

University class sizes in the USA appear to be much larger than the national class size average of one teacher for every 15 students at primary school (UNESCO, 2017). In a study conducted in US universities (Carpenter, 2006), small classes were classified as classes with less than 50 students, large classes as having between 50 and 100 students, and larger classes as having 100 or more students. Beattie and Thiele (2016) see increases in class sizes in US universities as inevitable in the 21st century because of the increased demand for university education, shrinking state support for higher education since 2008, and increased enrolment in online courses (Lowenthal et al. 2019). A steady increase in university enrolment and declining state and federal funding resulted in class sizes reaching unprecedented levels.

Students learning in large classes in one USA university were asked to select the teaching methods they preferred their lecturers to use. The largest number of students (38%) indicated that they preferred the lecture/discussion method because: “the approach forces me to be alert”; “allows me to contribute and ask questions”; and “is not as boring as lectures” (Carpenter 2006, pp. 17-18). The other methods the students favored were lecture (20%), jigsaw (19%), case study (13%) and team project (10%). Although the classes were large, students preferred some discussion rather than a pure lecture. They favored interactive methodologies than rote pedagogy.

In Zimbabwe’s public universities, classes with up to 400 students in ‘mass lectures’ are a common sight (Wadesango et al., 2016). Zikhali et al. (2015) established that, “In large classes, lecturers may simply resort to the use of the traditional lecture method which does not ensure student engagement with learning material but reduces them to passive listeners” (p. 244); implying that large class sizes reduce learning opportunities in Zimbabwean universities.
Despite the prescribed teacher-pupil ratio of 1:40 for primary schools and 1:35 for secondary schools in Zimbabwe, classes have ballooned beyond these recommended sizes since 2000. The Daily News (2017) found that the average teacher-pupil ratio in primary and secondary schools stands at 1:50. According to Wadesango et al. (2016) overcrowded classes with up to 60 students per class are a common sight in Zimbabwe. In some extreme cases one class can have up to 80 learners.

The persistence of the large class size challenge in both the developed and developing countries makes it necessary for reform implementation scholars to generate new insights into the dynamics of the class size debate in the technology driven 21st century. This paper explores how class size influenced Zimbabwean secondary school history teachers’ selection of teaching methods while implementing a new pedagogical reform policy.

Research Methodology

Research approach

This paper is a qualitative multiple-case study of four secondary school history teachers. Minichiello and Kottler (2010) advise that “qualitative researchers observe people in their natural setting so that they can learn from them what they are thinking, and more importantly, why they think and act the way they do” (p. 12). We found a qualitative multiple case study to be an appropriate research approach for exploring, examining, and explaining the interaction between the teacher, class size, and the new pedagogical reform policy. Each of the four history teachers was studied as an autonomous classroom practitioner with the freedom to select the teaching methods s/he considered appropriate for implementing the new history curriculum.

Research design

This paper adopts grounded theory (Wright et al. 2017) as its research design. Wright et al. (2017, p. 54) advise that “using a grounded approach themes emerge from the data, rather than a priori themes.” Grounded theory was first suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1967) who argue against the development of theory using logical deduction. They maintain that theory must emerge from the data itself using comparative analysis. The purpose of qualitative research is not to simply verify existing theory but to construct new theory using findings from research data as evidence.

Grounded theory is an appropriate research design for the current qualitative case study because the researchers did not start by proposing a theory or hypothesis which needed confirmation or rejection. Instead, two research questions were used to collect data on class size and teachers’ selection of teaching methods while implementing a new history curriculum in Zimbabwean secondary schools. Theory construction only occurred after data was collected. The study generated theory from systematically obtained and comparatively analyzed data on how class size influenced four history teachers’ classroom practice and fidelity to a new history curriculum they were implementing.

Context of the study and sampling procedure

This study was conducted in four schools selected out of 13 secondary schools in Chitungwiza, a dormitory town 30 kilometers south-east of Harare (the capital of Zimbabwe). The context
within which research is conducted is very important in qualitative research because it influences the meanings constructed by research participants on issues under study (Albusaidi, 2019). The four schools were selected because they were relatively well resourced and were, therefore, better prepared to implement the new history curriculum disseminated into schools in January 2017.

Four history teachers were purposively sampled to participate in this multiple case study out of a target population of 42. Purposive sampling was chosen because “qualitative research is more concerned with detailed and in-depth analysis than with statistical accuracy” (Molise, 2021, p. 89). One history teacher was selected from each of the four secondary schools. The sampling criteria were a minimum of a degree in history, a diploma in history pedagogy and more than five years’ experience as a history teacher. The other consideration was that the participant was willing to be observed while teaching the new history curriculum to one Form 3 class over a period of eight weeks. Three of these teachers were female and only one teacher was male. David (the male teachers) had 25 years’ experience, Emmy had 11 years’ experience, while Bessie and Angela had 10 years’ experience each. These teachers were assumed to have adequate Pedagogical Content Knowledge to teach the new history curriculum. The characteristics of the four history teachers are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Participants Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Class size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>M.Ed. Administration, B.Ed. History, Dip. Ed (Secondary)</td>
<td>Form 3D</td>
<td>20 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmy</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>B.A. (Honours) History, Grad. D.E.</td>
<td>Form 3E</td>
<td>49 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bessie</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>B.Ed. History, Dip. Ed. (Secondary)</td>
<td>Form 3B</td>
<td>45 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>M.Sc. Development Studies, B.A. Ed. History &amp; Religious Studies</td>
<td>Form 3A</td>
<td>49 students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: M.Ed. = Master of Education Degree; M.Sc. = Master of Science Degree; B.Ed. = Bachelor of Education Degree; B.A. Bachelor of Arts Degree; B.A. Ed. = Bachelor of Arts with Education Degree; Grad. D.E. = Graduate Diploma in Education; Dip. Ed = Diploma in Education.

**Instruments and procedures**

Three instruments were used to collect data: a document analysis protocol, semi-structured interview guides and lesson observation protocol.

**Document analysis protocol**

A pre-formatted document analysis protocol was used to pick the key guidelines on the teaching methods history teachers were expected to use as they implemented the new history curriculum. Documents analyzed included curriculum reform policy frameworks, the old and
new history syllabuses, official circulars and textbooks teachers were using with their classes. Elements of change and continuity between the new and old syllabuses were also identified and scrutinized in preparation for the lesson observations to check teacher fidelity to new curriculum reform policy.

**Semi-structured interview protocol**

Three-tier semi-structured interviews were held with each teacher at the pre-observation, intermittent and exit stages of the eight-week fieldwork period, giving a grand total of 12 interviews. Interviews elicited teachers’ views on how they interpreted and understood reform policy signals and the teaching methods they were expected to use. They opened dialogue on how teachers were closing (or opening) the gap between reform policy and classroom practice. Each in-depth interview lasted approximately an hour and was audio-recorded. The recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim into typed text for iterative analysis.

**Non-participatory lesson observations**

Intensive non-participatory lesson observations were carried out by the first researcher in the four selected classes over an eight-week period. The plan was to observe each participant teaching the new history curriculum to the same Form 3 class twice a week which would yield a total of 64 lesson observations. However, because of unanticipated events (like staff meetings, examination invigilation, and cultural festivals) 47 lessons were observed. Lesson observations were manually recorded by the first researcher on a preformatted lesson observation protocol as each lesson unfolded. Of particular interest were the teaching methods the teachers used and how they interacted with learners. The manually recorded lesson observations were later typed in preparation for analysis.

**Data analysis**

We used the grounded approach (Wright et al. 2017) to code the data from the documents, interviews, and lesson observations. Open coding was used to identify the traditional teaching methods, constructivist pedagogies and instances in which teachers talked or wrote about class sizes in the interviews, documents, and lesson observations. Codes for traditional teaching methods were exposition, narration, lower-order questions, and dictation. Codes for constructivist methods were primary sources (map, picture, cartoon, original document), text study, pair work, group work, presentation, class discussion and role playing.

Axial coding (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008) was used for comparative analysis and connecting common patterns and divergences in the interview transcriptions. The pedagogies teachers used in their lessons were compared with those recommended in the new history syllabus. The coded data were extracted and analyzed using comparative content analysis, intra and cross-case analyses, triangulation, data crystallization and thematic aggregation. Themes were identified as they emerged from the data instead of using apriori themes. The themes that emerged from the data analysis are official pedagogical policy, abnormal class size, rote pedagogy, myth of large class size and explaining constructivist pedagogy. These themes guide the presentation and discussion of findings that answer the current study’s research questions.
Ethical considerations
This paper is part of a larger qualitative multiple case-study conducted in Zimbabwe from 2016 to 2018. Permission to collect data was granted by the University of the Free State in May 2017 under Ethical Clearance No. UFS-HSD2017/0523. Access to targeted schools was granted by the Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education (Zimbabwe) in June 2017. To protect the identities of schools and participants, pseudonyms are used in this paper. Teachers participated voluntarily and were informed of their right to withdraw from the study with or without giving reasons.

Findings and Discussion
This study explores how class size influenced history teachers’ enactment of a new pedagogical reform policy in Zimbabwean secondary schools by answering the two research questions that guide the study. The research questions are: How does class size influence teachers’ enactment of new pedagogical policy in secondary school history classrooms; and how can teachers’ fidelity to prescribed pedagogical reform policy be enhanced when implementing a new curriculum in secondary schools? The following sections present and discuss findings which answer these two research questions using the following themes: official pedagogical policy, abnormal class size and rote pedagogy, debunking the myth of large class size and the missing link between class size and teachers’ selection of teaching methods.

Official pedagogical policy
The new History Syllabus which Form 3 classes were pioneering in 2017 stated that:

The teaching of History will be accomplished through the use of the following learner-centered and multi-sensory approaches: games and quizzes, simulation, video and film shows, educational tours, case study, group discussion, discovery, research, debate, role play, projects, folklore and e-learning. (CDTS, 2015, p. 2).

Reform policy stressed the importance of technology-based learning and learner centered pedagogy. But what exactly was happening in the classrooms?

Large classes and rote pedagogy
Form 3 classes that participated in this study were overloaded, except Form 3D. Form 3D had only 20 students because history was optional in this class. Form 3A had 49 students, Form 3B had 45 and Form 3E had 49. These classes were far above the teacher-pupil ratio of 1:35 recommended by the new curriculum (MOPSE, 2015). In the pre-observation interview, Angela (who taught Form 3A) complained that:

Our classes are too big, too many pupils, ranging from 46 to 50. Marking is not thorough; you can’t give comments in every book, and you cannot correct every mistake. The students are too many for me to monitor, making me shun group work, fearing that the groups may make noise and pupils may get out of control.

A document analysis of Angela’s schemes of work for Third Term 2017 showed that she did not plan to use group work in her lessons. In the 13 lessons observed in Form 3A, Angela did not
use group work for fear that she would not be able to control the 49 learners. Rather she often used teacher exposition, text study, teacher explanation and class discussion.

The avoidance of group work for fear of disciplinary problems was also echoed by Bessie who taught Form 3B. She explained that:

I try to use a number of methods, but the main one which I use, because of the large numbers of our pupils, is pair work. Pair work is the main one because if you put them into larger groups, they give problems of class management and can make noise.

In the 10 lessons she was observed teaching, Bessie also avoided role play and dramatization. She narrated that:

To be honest with you, I did not use these methods [role-playing and dramatization] because of the issue of discipline on the part of the students. For example, if you assign pupils to role play religious leaders of the first Chimurenga and you say, ‘You are Mbuya Nehanda or Sekuru Kaguvi,’ they become overwhelmed and get out of hand. Instead of focusing on the real issues, they will start calling each other names. And even after the lesson, instead of calling those pupils with their original names, they will call them ‘Nehanda’ of ‘Kaguvi’. There is the problem of discipline among these pupils, and after the role play, de-rolling is a problem.

In the interviews and informal discussions, Bessie often complained about the large class sizes at Bridge High School. She explained the relationship between class size, technology (un)availability and pedagogical reform in the exit interview:

The school has tried to source some resources for the new curriculum; but considering the numbers we have – classes of 40 to 50 students each – these textbooks are inadequate. I tried to photocopy some material for the new history curriculum, but they [school administration] said they did not have stationery. This becomes a challenge. As a teacher, I have to find a way out, and then you find me dictating the notes, giving the notes to the pupils, instead of them going out to find the information themselves.

Angela and Bessie’s classroom practices and choice of teaching methods seem to speak to Opoku-Asare et al.’s (2014) findings in Ghana which showed that; when faced with abnormal classes, “teachers cannot practice a variety of methods, such as higher order questioning and active learning approaches. In fact, teachers are effectively confined to the ‘chalk and talk’ instructional method” (p. 128). Although they knew that rote pedagogy was against reform policy, it appears Angela and Bessie could not move away from this practice mainly because their classes were too big and instructional resources for the new curriculum were inadequate. Angela and Bessie’s classroom practices reflect some relationship between rote pedagogy and large classes. However, Emmy appeared to be having completely different experiences with Form 3E which had 49 students.
Abnormal class size seems not to matter

In the pre-observation interview Emmy explained how the abnormal size of Form 3E (49 students) influenced her teaching methods:

The classes are too big, that’s one major challenge...This Form 3 history class I am teaching has 49 students. But in all my classes I have always used progressive methods. Even before the new curriculum, I had already moved from that teacher-dominated approach.

Although Emmy acknowledged that her class was overloaded, she argued that she had always used progressive pedagogy, even before the 2017 reforms. She elaborated that:

I have always been progressive. I acquired it from university. In the BA (Honours) in History, we used to research. And I saw it work – the research approach works, especially in history where students must search for information. My understanding of teaching methods was sharpened by the Postgraduate Diploma in Education [PGDE]. Understanding children better physically, psychologically – I got that from PGDE.

It seems Emmy’s teaching methods were neither shaped by class size nor the new pedagogical policy, but by the nature of her university training and her personal belief that “the research approach works.”

Debunking the myth of large class size and rote pedagogy

Fifteen lesson observations were made in Emmy’s Form 3E during the Third Term of 2017. The large class size seemed not to deter Emmy from using learner-centered pedagogy, debunking the commonly held myth that large classes make teachers resort to rote pedagogy. Despite the abnormal class of 49 students, Emmy used picture, map, and text study; individual and group presentations; class discussions and role-playing. In all the 15 lessons observed, Emmy did not use rote pedagogy. The 49 students appeared eager to participate in the varied learning activities she engaged them.

In the intermittent interview Emmy explained why she had changed her teaching methods, even before the inception of the 2017 reforms. This is how she put it: ‘Activity-based learning is exciting, children participate, and they understand better; they are motivated; even the results actually show that when children do it, they will understand better and pass.’ It was also interesting that Emmy’s classroom practices were ahead of official reform policy. Her classroom practice was rather unusual as literature (Cohen, 1990; Desimone, 2002; Fullan & Miles, 1992) views schools as conservative institutions and teachers as conformists who cannot easily shed off old habits in pursuit of new practices. Emmy’s practice ruffled feathers on existing literature as she appeared to have discarded old teacher-centered methods in favor of progressive practices. We sought to understand and explain Emmy’s pursuit for constructivist pedagogical practice despite her large class size.

Explaining constructivist practice in an overcrowded classroom

Emmy traced her progressivism to how she was taught history at university. Her BA Honors degree exposed her to the intellectual benefits of historical research. The PGDE further
exposed her to the psychology of learning and progressive methodologies long before the reform initiative of 2017. Her classroom experience had shown that students benefit cognitively when they do research on their own. Bessie’s practice challenged Opoku-Asare et al. (2014) and Wadesango et al.’s (2016) findings which established that: when faced with large classes teachers resort to rote pedagogy. Emmy’s teaching methods appeared to be determined by her personal philosophy to history instruction rather than the size of the class or policy prescriptions. Her classroom practice seems to speak to Garcia-Martinez and Tadeu (2018, p.1) who found that “secondary education is one of the most complex levels of the educational system” because a secondary school teacher becomes a subject specialist. This increases the tendency to be isolated from other teachers, resulting in the teacher developing unique teaching methods that may not be shared by other teachers, as was the case with Emmy.

Constructivist teachers like Emmy who enjoy progressive pedagogy are rare, but they exist. In a study of lead teachers in South Africa, Jita and Mokhele (2013) established that Mrs. Mafolofolo had included Environmental Education (EE) in her teaching of Natural Sciences “even before the changes to include it in the curriculum were drafted” (p. S129). This proactive stance was a result of Mafolofolo’s love of nature and her personal philosophy that children understand better when they are “able to see, touch and feel the real-life specimen” (p. S129).

Emmy seemed to share the same pedagogical philosophy with Mafolofolo because she (Emmy) also believed that “activity-based learning is exciting, children participate, and they understand better; they are motivated…” It appears that the teacher’s personal philosophy to teaching, rather than the size of the class or pedagogical policy prescriptions, determines the teaching methods. This is the grounded theory emerging from the current study.

**Small class size and progressive pedagogy: The missing link**

David was observed teaching Form 3D which had only 20 students because history was optional in this class. Nine lessons (70 minutes long each) were observed in Form 3D. David explained that the double lessons allowed him to use interactive learner-centered methods, unlike the 35 minutes lessons.

The 20 students participated actively in class discussions and group presentations. In a post-observation conversation David proudly remarked that: “I am teaching students who want to do history, and the class of 20 is an appropriate class size for the new curriculum.” The official teacher-pupil ratio for the new curriculum at secondary school level is 1:35 (MOPSE, 2015). So, David’s class was below the officially prescribed size, which motivated him. He elaborated that, “With this manageable class I can pay attention to each individual student and mark more closely, giving detailed comments. I am assured of a 100% pass rate.”

But how had the small class size changed his teaching methods in the light of the new pedagogical policy he was implementing? David was clear that:

This idea of curriculum reform – I cannot say we have reformed our curriculum in history because there is nothing which has completely changed. It’s just a term we are using but nothing has changed. It’s the same John we are today calling Thomas because we don’t have new topics. The topics we were studying
in the previous syllabus [2167] are the same topics we are studying in the new syllabus [4044].

David saw the ‘new curriculum’ as a myth, more of old wine in new bottles. He saw no real change in the content taught. Further probing revealed that David’s understanding of the new reform policy was still evolving. He explained that:

This new curriculum thing is a new baby; we are not very clear right from the top to the bottom. We are still learning. But in a nutshell, the new curriculum has two new aspects. It has this idea of coursework and projects which we call continuous assessment... It also includes new subjects like Heritage Studies, Physical Education, Mass Displays, to just mention a few. And Agriculture is now compulsory for every student.

David admitted that he had not fully understood the new curriculum policy, although he was already implementing it. He saw confusion in the whole hierarchy, from the policymakers at the top (who developed the new curriculum) down to the teachers at classroom level. In the pre-observation interview David did not mention anything about changing teaching methods towards learner-centered pedagogy as one of the requirements of the new curriculum. While this could have been an oversight on his part, it may also be an indicator that he did not prioritize pedagogical reform as an important component of the new curriculum initiative.

In the nine lessons observed, David made extensive use of teacher exposition, lecturing and dictation. But he also sprinkled some text study, group presentations, class discussion and debate. In the intermittent interview, David explained the teaching methods he often used:

The methods we use when teaching history are different from mathematics. We have key methods like text study; usually we work from the known going to the unknown and we don’t expect our students to be prophets – they must read. So, text study is one of the key methods we use in history because of the nature of historical knowledge. We also have teacher exposition; the teacher must be very knowledgeable. Before attacking the topic, the teacher must explain to students what he or she expects to cover and the depth of coverage. So, teacher exposition is very important.

Although he emphasized the use of text study in the interview, David appeared to place a lot of importance on teacher exposition. A sample from David’s schemes of work for Weeks 7 and 8 shows that he tried to balance teacher-centered with learner-centered pedagogies, at least in the documents, although actual classroom practice remained heavily teacher-centric.

The teacher-centered methods David planned to use in Week 7 and 8 were teacher exposition, question and answer, note-making, and note-taking. But the new history syllabus recommends learner-centered methods only. Learner-centered pedagogies he intended to use were text study, class and group discussion, simulation, picture study and map study. Interestingly, the lesson observations during Week 7 and 8 revealed that his practice was still teacher dominated. David believed that: “The history teacher remains the master of the subject. Here and there the teacher must give students notes because it’s not everything which is found in the school textbook.”
Table 2. The teaching methods David planned to use in Week 7 and 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week ending</th>
<th>Work planned</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Methodology and competencies</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-10-17</td>
<td><em>Treaties signed between Lobengula and Whites</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>Examples of the agreements</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>The Tuli Concessions Grobler Treaty</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>The Moffat Treaty (1887)</em></td>
<td><em>By the end of the week, pupils should be able to:</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>At least four agreements signed between Lobengula and the Whites</em>&lt;br&gt;*State at least three terms of the *&lt;br&gt;<em>Tuli Concessions Grobler Treaty</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>Outline at least four terms of the Moffat Treaty.</em></td>
<td><em>Step Ahead Book 3</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>African Heritage Book 3</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>&quot;O&quot; Level History of Southern Africa</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>From Iron Age to Independence</em></td>
<td><em>- teacher exposition</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Question and answer</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Text and study</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Class and group discussions</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Simulations</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Picture study</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Map making</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Note taking</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Note making</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03-11-17</td>
<td><em>Era of Treaties</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>The Rudd Concession (1888)</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>The Lippert Concession</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>Revision test</em></td>
<td><em>Name at least six people present at the signing of the Rudd concession</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>State at least six written terms of the Rudd Concession</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>State at least six non-written (verbal) terms of the Concession</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>State at least six terms of the Lippert Concession</em></td>
<td><em>Step Ahead Book 3</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>African Heritage Book 3</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>&quot;O&quot; Level History of Southern Africa</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>From Iron Age to Independence</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>Dynamics of History Book 3</em></td>
<td><em>- teacher exposition</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Question and answer</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Text and study</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Picture study</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Class and group discussions</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Note taking</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>- Note making</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

David found it difficult to use learner-centered methods only, as required by reform policy. Although he was aware of the progressive demands of the new history curriculum, he still believed that the teacher remains “the master of the subject.” His personal philosophy to history instruction seemed to be his greatest impediment to instructional reform.

The struggle between tradition and change which characterized David’s classroom practice supports Desimone’s (2002) observation that: “trying to change teaching practice is one area of schooling which has proved the most resistant to change” (p. 434). David’s pedagogical conservatism resonates with Cohen’s (1990) observation that teachers tend to embrace and interpret changes within the context of their old habits and experiences. Spillane et al. (2002) and Coburn (2006) also emphasize that teachers’ past experiences seem to shape the way they understand and implement (or fail to implement) curriculum changes.

**Conclusion**

The grounded theory emerging from the current study is that class size seems not to matter much when teachers select teaching methods. Teachers’ teaching philosophy determine classroom practice more than the size of the class. This study has shown that class size does not influence teachers a lot when they interpret reform signals and select instructional methods. David had a small class of only 20 students, but he still regarded exposition and note
giving as indispensable to history instruction. His personal philosophy made him rely on teacher-centered methods although he was aware that policy required him to use activity-based constructivist pedagogy.

Conversely, Emmy used learner-centered pedagogy in an overloaded class of 49 students. Her preference for learner-centric methods was a result of her training as a history teacher and her personal philosophy that learners benefit from activity-based learning. David and Emmy’s case studies seem to indicate a missing link between class sizes, teaching methods and teachers’ fidelity (or infidelity) to pedagogical reform policy. Even if class sizes are reduced and reform policy recommends learner-centered practice, teachers’ teaching philosophy appear to be the decisive factor in determining the teaching methods they use.

Jespen (2015) recommends that “replacing the most ineffective teachers, would have significantly large returns - much larger than any conceivable class-size reduction program” (p. 7). However, in many countries, discharging incompetent teachers from service is not easy because of the tenure system. Once teachers serve probation and become permanent employees it is often difficult to expel them from service on grounds of incompetency, mainly because assessing teacher performativity is a subjective process.

While class size reduction is a noble school reform initiative, it is expensive (Lowenthal et al. 2019). It may not be the most feasible alternative, especially in low-income countries that face budgetary constraints. Teacher professional development appears to be a more pragmatic and affordable strategy than constructing more schools and employing more teachers. Exposing teachers to new ideas, improving their pedagogical content knowledge, and engaging them in curriculum reform discourse appears to be a cheaper alternative for most developing countries. If teachers are consulted when new reform policy is crafted, they are more likely to have a sense of ownership of the proposed reforms. Empowering teachers with new pedagogical knowledge and skills can nurture fidelity to new pedagogical policy.

The major limitation of the current multiple case study is that it involves only four history teachers, limiting the generalizability of the findings. Future research can widen the scope of the class size debate by increasing sample sizes and interrogating how teachers of other subjects are implementing new reform policies. Involving more teachers and classes in qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods studies may generate novel insights into how class sizes influence classroom practice and promote (or hinder) teacher fidelity to new pedagogical policy. Teacher professional development appears more feasible and economic, than building more schools, cutting down class sizes and employing more teachers. Policymakers need to invest more in teacher capacity building to improve teacher fidelity to pedagogical reform implementation.
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